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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks may be deployed in many
applications to detect and track events of interest. Events can be
either point events with an exact location and constant shape, or
region events which cover a large area and have dynamic shapes.
While both types of events have received attention, no event detection and tracking protocol in existing wireless sensor network
research is able to identify and track region events with dynamic
shapes(NH-change shapes to identities), which arise when events
are created or destroyed through splitting and merging. In this
paper, we propose DRAGON, an event detection and tracking
protocol which is able to handle all types of events including
region events with dynamic identities. DRAGON employs two
physics metaphors: event center of mass, to give an approximate
location to the event; and node momentum, to guide the detection
of event merges and splits. Both detailed theoretical analysis
and extensive performance studies of DRAGON’s properties
demonstrate that DRAGON’s execution is distributed among the
sensor nodes, has low latency, is energy efficient, is able to run
on a wide array of physical deployments, and has performance
which scales well with event size, speed, and count.
Index Terms—event tracking protocols; wireless sensor networks; energy efficiency

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks have been considered very useful
for event detection and tracking in various applications such
as oil spill detection or ground water contaminant monitoring.
The challenge here is to devise a method for the sensors to
recognize, label and follow these events as they travel through
the network. This identification and tracking capability forms
a critical foundation for various higher level processing tasks
such as predicting an event’s evolution or conducting queries
on the affected area. For instance, for some applications like
monitoring the dispersion of fluids, classic numerical fluid
transport models for fluid prediction are extremely computationally intensive and require hours to run to completion.
In order to monitor events in real time, the model should
be decomposed and computation should be distributed among
the sensor nodes to exploit computational parallelism. By
identifying and tracking each event in a distributed manner,
one node for each identified event can be designated as an
interface point for running the model.
Events are defined within two classes. The first class is
“point events” that have a precise location associated and
possess a static, well defined shape with a crisp boundary.
The second class is “region events” that are less restrictive and

can encompass the first. Region events are large amorphous
phenomena to which a single location coordinate cannot apply.
They are allowed highly dynamic shapes that shift with time.
Moreover, such events may have “fuzzy” boundaries that are
not easily seen and somewhat subjective.
The chief shortfall in current efforts as detailed in Section II
is the universal assumption that events never combine into a
large whole nor disintegrate into several smaller phenomena.
Scenarios where this assumption does not hold are easily
possible. Consider again the chemical spill as it diffuses below
ground. If the fluid is pouring out from more than one site, the
separate plumes may meet and mix together. In so doing they
lose their individual shapes in a single large cloud. Conversely,
changes in the medium through which it permeates may cause
the fluid to follow a few preferred paths and break up into
separate, smaller concentrations. In practice, keeping track of
the dynamic expanding, shrinking, dividing, and merging of
contaminant is essential to making treatment decisions.
Our goal is to design a protocol that is able to detect, label,
and track wide area, amorphous region events with dynamic
evolution. Events that exhibit this property are capable of
dynamically splitting apart or merging together.The protocol
is expected to run on a wide array of deployments, so
the distribution of nodes is allowed to be arbitrary and no
particular regular or stochastic node placement is assumed.
Moreover, the field is permitted to be three-dimensional. We
assume that nodes are location-aware. Localization can be
done during deployment if GPS is not an option.Dealing with
packet loss is considered a separate issue that has been well
studied in the literature, so a fault tolerant technique can be
applied and implemented as one of the underlying services for
this detection and tracking protocol.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The approaches to region event tracking in existing research
may be categorized into statistical methods [1], topographical
techniques [2]–[8], and edge detection algorithms [9]–[12]. A
statistical method is presented in [1] for detecting and tracking
generic homogeneous regions without the benefit of an a priori
predicate to identify events. Instead, it uses a kernel density
estimator to approximate the probability density function of
the observations. It is suggested that the detection routine be
rerun periodically to accommodate the scenario of any new

regions or holes that evolve in the midst of tracking. Even
so, there is not an elegant way to handle new detections and
persistent tracking in the same moment.
An example of the topological and contour mapping technique is Iso-Map [6], which builds contour maps based solely
on the reports collected from intelligently selected “isoline
nodes” in the network. This approach is limited to a plane.
Another technique [7] collects a time series of data maps from
the network and detects complex events through matching the
gathered data to spatio-temporal data patterns. Essentially
the work provides a basic infrastructure and then outsources
the problem solution to the user, instead of directly solving
the event tracking problem. SASA [8] uses a hole detection
algorithm to monitor the inner surface of tunnels, where sensor
nodes may be displaced due to collapses of the tunnels. In our
work, node positions do not change due to the evolution of
the phenomena being observed.
In edge detection based region event tracking, the challenge
is to devise a method for nodes to be identified as “edge nodes”
that are near the boundary of a region and from that, calculate
an approximate boundary for the region in question. Three
methods guided by statistics, image processing techniques,
and classifier technology are developed and compared in [9].
A novel method for edge detection of region events makes
use of the duel-space principle [11], [12]. The algorithm is
fundamentally centralized, but it can be distributed among
backbone nodes in a two-tier architecture. This approach, like
[9], does not accomplish event labeling, so it cannot be directly
applied to our task.
Existing research on point event tracking includes various
tracking protocols such as [13], [14] and DCTC [15], [16] and
theoretical contributions [17]–[20]. One of the most notable
contributions is DCTC [16]. It uses a “Dynamic Convoy Tree”
protocol to accomplish both event tracking and communication
structure maintenance. DCTC essentially forms and maintains
a spanning tree over the nodes which sense the event, which
is perhaps the most obvious and straightforward method of
tracking events within the network. It is a “boiler-plate”
solution. Moreover, many of the existing high level event
tracking services either cite DCTC directly or at least assume a
spanning tree structure like it as part of the middleware needed
for their query support. Despite its clean conceptual elegance,
DCTC is still unsuitable for our task since it assumes that point
events will be persistent and distinct.

Definition 1. Mass Function. The mass value mn,t represents
the “intensity” of the event readings taken by node n at time
t. It is a bounded non-negative real number as a function of
the sensor reading. The exact formula of the mass function is
application specific. There is an implicit binary event detection
predicate with m = 0 meaning no detection.
Definition 2. Event Center of Mass. An event’s center of
mass is the average position of all nodes sensing the event
weighted by the mass values. Let e be the event in question.
Let Ne (t) ⊆ N be the set of sensor nodes that detect event e at
time t. Let Me (t) be the total mass. Let ηn be the average of the
number of distinct sensing regions of nearby nodes cover any
given point within the sensing region of node n. Let the vector
ln = [xn , yn , zn ] be the three-dimensional position coordinates
of node n. Then the center of mass of event e at time t denoted
by lM (e, t) is computed as follows.
lM (e, t) =

1
Me (t)

X

∀n∈Ne (t)

Me (t) =

X

mn,t
ln , where
ηn

∀n∈Ne (t)

mn,t
ηn

The node density ηn is used to ensure that the event center of
mass is not skewed towards areas of low mass because there
happen to be more nodes present in the area. One possible
method for obtaining ηn is to estimate the shape of the average
sensing region for a given node. In a particular deployment,
calculate the expected amount of multiple overlap in sensing
regions for each node using numerical integration techniques.
B. Node Momentum

III. F OUNDATION C ONCEPTS

To keep track of event splits and merges, we use the
following intuition as a guideline. If a high concentration of an
event’s readings is moving far off the event’s center of mass,
then that concentration should be recognized as an autonomous
event. Conversely, if two separate events are so close that their
reading concentrations are practically indistinguishable, then
they should be folded into a single whole. These thoughts
expose what information is required in order to detect splits
and merges. First, we must consider both reading strength
and that reading’s distance from the event’s center of mass
in tandem. Second, in deciding not just if but where to split a
single event, distance must be augmented with direction, thus
requiring a vector quantity. We hence adapt another concept
from the realm of physics, the concept of momentum.

The fundamental insights on which our approach is based
are both unique and intuitive. Two central concepts define how
fully generalized events are detected and tracked. They are the
notions of event center of mass and node momentum.

Definition 3. Node Momentum. The momentum of node n
with respect to event e at time “t is denoted by
” pn (e, t) which
is computed as pn (e, t) = mn,t ln − lM (e, t) .

A. Event Center of Mass
An event’s center of mass delineates the event’s location. It
is a generalized position coordinate that serves as a reference
point for critical operations such as detecting the occurrence
of event splits and merges.

A node’s momentum is its position vector relative to the
event center of mass, scaled by its own mass reading. In our
context, there is no time difference involved and all quantities
are set at time t.
An example of the use of momentum is shown in Figure 1.
While momentum vectors are always on a line passing through

relative to the event’s overall size. To capture this insight, a
cohesion threshold (TC ) will be placed on the ratio of a node’s
momentum magnitude to the average mass of a node sensing
the event. The average mass per node is the total mass Me (t)
divided by the number of nodes sensing the event Ne (t). One
of the problems with simply taking a ratio of momentum to
event total mass is that the overall number of nodes could
make the total mass grow abnormally, leaving a dependency
on the deployment. A split occurs in event e if there is at
least one node with the a momentum magnitude to average
mass ratio that exceeds the threshold. This split predicate is
formally stated as follows.

Fig. 1: An example of node momentum – The event’s center
of mass is indicated with the hollow dot at location (3.4, 4.4).
Also shown are three nodes with their locations, mass values,
and arrows emanating from the center of mass as momentum
vectors with their Euclidean magnitudes written alongside.

their nodes and the event’s center of mass, they may not land
right on their respective nodes. This is due to the scaling by the
mass value. A momentum vector will only land on the node
if the mass is 1, as is the case with node b in Figure 1. All of
the other nodes have mass values over 1 and so their momenta
overshoot their positions. In the figure, the momentum vectors
are different shades and sizes to illustrate how they are used in
a splitting event situation. Nodes a and b both have relatively
small-magnitude momentum vectors shown as small black
arrows. This is because they either have a high mass value
with a short distance from lM , as is the case with node a, or
a larger distance with a smaller mass, like node b. However,
node c is a different scenario. It can be seen that c lies over
a part of the event that is about to break off from the whole.
Thus c has a high mass and a large distance, which together
conspire to produce a momentum with a magnitude more than
double that of the other nodes. This signals a split, so the
momentum arrow is larger and a different shade. Therefore,
we have the realization of the aforementioned intuition that if
a high concentration of an event’s readings are moving far off
the event center, then that concentration should be recognized
as an autonomous event. Merges are symmetric in logic.
C. Split and Merge Decision Predicates
The node momentum is the decision variable that controls
whether two events should remain logically distinct or instead
be folded into one entity. The possible outcomes of this
decision control the event splitting and merging powers unique
to our proposed solution. In a naive approach, a split occurs
when a group of nodes have momenta with magnitudes above
a certain value. This, however, is insufficient. In real situations,
nodes will have high magnitude momenta naturally if an
event is simply very large. A simple momentum threshold
limits the size of events that can be detected. What needs
to be determined instead is if a node’s momentum is large

Definition 4. Event Split Predicate. Let TC be a user
defined cohesion threshold in units of distance. If the following
predicate holds, then a split has occurred.
0‚
1
‚
‚pn (e, t)‚
(∃n ∈ Ne (t)) @ M (t)
> TC ≥ 0A
e

|Ne (t)|

The predicate to decide a merge between events is symmetric to the one above. In this case, for each node in either of
two events, their momentum vectors are calculated relative to
the combined center of mass of both events taken together.
This combined center of mass is called the joint center of mass
and is formally defined as follows.
Definition 5. Event Pair Joint Center of Mass. For two
events e1 and e2 , their joint center of mass is denoted by
lM (e1 ∪ e2 , t) and is computed in the following manner.
lM (e1 ∪ e2 , t) =

Me1 (t)lM (e1 , t) + Me2 (t)lM (e2 , t)
Me1 (t) + Me2 (t)

A node n’s momentum relative to this combined center of
mass is called its joint momentum.
Definition 6. Joint Node Momentum. A node n’s joint
momentum with respect to the pairwise combination of events
e1 and e2 is denoted“ by pn (e1 ∪ e2 , t) ”and is computed as
pn (e1 ∪ e2 , t) = mn,t ln − lM (e1 ∪ e2 , t) .

A merge occurs if all of the nodes in both events have a
joint momentum to combined total mass ratio less than the
cohesion threshold.
Definition 7. Event Merge Predicate. Let E be the set of all
events in the network. A merge occurs between two events e1
and e2 if the following predicate holds.
0

B`
(∃e1 , e2 ∈ E) @ ∀n ∈ (Ne1

11
‚
‚
‚
‚
´ B pn (e1 ∪ e2 , t)
CC
∪ Ne2 ) @ M (t)+M (t) ≤ TC AA
e
e
0

1

2

|Ne1 ∪Ne2 |

If an event does not satisfy the split predicate, then it is
considered to be individually stable. Similarly, if two events
do satisfy the merge predicate, then they are considered to be
jointly stable.
The values for sensor readings and node locations are only
approximate in any real deployment. To avoid the split and

merge decisions being highly sensitive to the noise, we could
put the error tolerance on the cohesion threshold TC .
IV. A LGORITHM D ESCRIPTION
Using the foundation concepts, we have designed
DRAGON, a distributed algorithm for detection and tracking
of amorphous events with dynamic evolutions.
The Backbone Tree. We assume that the network is
organized into clusters. Each cluster has exactly one node or
“clusterhead” that serves as the local data sink for its respective
cluster. DRAGON will be run on the clusterheads. If an event
is entirely contained within one cluster, then that clusterhead
can run DRAGON locally in a centralized manner. A foremost
need is to allow clusterheads to take counsel with each other
for cases where an event spans multiple clusters. Also, there is
a need for global orchestration when deciding which existing
events may be merged. To this end, we define the concept of
the backbone tree. The links in the backbone tree are made
from the inter-clusterhead links. Any clusterhead can serve
as the root of the tree and as long as the tree is connected
and contains all clusterheads it does not matter how the tree
is formed. The underlying clustering protocol may choose to
rotate clusterheads to balance energy consumption; it is also
possible that the network consists of some resource sufficient
nodes that serve as clusterheads.
Active Subtree Localization. To further illuminate the
distributed nature of DRAGON, it is ideal that only those areas
of the network which are actually tracking an event participate
in the protocol to exploit locality and to save energy. To this
end, the idea of the backbone tree is refined with the process of
active subtree localization. This operation always precedes the
main algorithms execution and happens as follows. First, the
root sends out a small message to the entire tree asking each
clusterhead if they are active or inactive. Whether a cluster
is active or not depends on whether that cluster is a leaf
node or an interior node in the backbone tree. A leaf node
is active if and only if it has member nodes which are sensing
an event; An interior node is active if and only if either the
node itself is active or it has a child who reports being active.
Leaf nodes respond first to the roots request. Active clusters
will actually participate in DRAGON and inactive clusters will
remain dormant through the run.
Action Triggers. Key phenomena for triggering the start
of the algorithm are when nodes suddenly start to detect or
cease to detect an event. A node n begins to detect an event
if its mass value is greater than 0 for the first time. These
nodes either spawn new events or join existing ones. A simple
solution is to allow a newly detecting node to join an existing
event if the mass functions are identical and the node preserves
individual stability for the event in question. If there are no
neighboring events, or all events would be made unstable with
the addition of n, then n forms a new event. On the reverse
side, the algorithm can be triggered when a node’s mass drops
to 0 and is removed from the event. In both the cases of
adding and removing nodes, a minimum required node count
can be used to avoid excessive calls, this minimum node count

approach is called “node shift”. Regular data collection periods
are another possible trigger.
Algorithm Phases. The abilities and needs of DRAGON
motivate three distinct phases of execution (Figure 2): Summary, Split, and Merge. As previously explained, the necessary
decision predicates require three aggregates: center of mass,
total mass, and node count. After active subtree localization,
the Summary phase computes these aggregates for each event
and distributes them to all active clusters. Information on all
events is critical to deciding merges. The Split and Merge
phases are charged with checking and performing event splits
and merges respectively.
A subtle challenge exists in defining the relationship between the Split and Merge phases. To avoid endless thrashing
between the two phases, we note that if two events are jointly
stable then the event which results from the union is itself
individually stable. Therefore, the product of a merge does
not need to check for a split. This means that the merge
phase can come after the split phase and there will be no
cyclical dependency between the two phases, thus avoiding
the thrashing problem. To provide the capability for multiway splits and merges, we allow the normal two-way Split
and Merge phases to run multiple iterations.
Intra-Phase Flow. The elegance of DRAGON lies in the
fact all three phases of DRAGON follow a single unified
pattern of state transitions, message passing, and computation.
There is one algorithm template or “metaprogram” (Figure
3) running in all three phases with the details depending on
the phase. The common form is informally a backbone treewide aggregation step followed by a multicast. The procedure
involves three states: Start, Fusion, and Update.
(1) The Start State. The program begins in the Start state
where all clusterheads perform calculations limited only to
those parts of those events within their respective clusters (via
the localProcess routine). What transpires next depends
solely on the clusterhead’s status in the tree. a) If the clusterhead is the backbone tree root and also the only active
clusterhead, then the phase can be finalized locally and the
next phase can begin. b) If the clusterhead is a leaf node, then
it can immediately send an MSG-SUMMARY message to its
parent and go to the Update state. An MSG-SUMMARY message
encapsulates the results of a clusterhead’s local processing for
all the events that it is tracking and is sent to that head’s
parent to be combined with the results from other clusters. c)
If a clusterhead is either a relay node or the root node with
active children, then it transitions to the Fusion state and waits
for MSG-SUMMARY messages from its children.
(2) The Fusion State. The Fusion state is for a clusterhead
(either a relay or the root) to aggregate its local results
with those of its children. Upon receiving an MSG-SUMMARY
message from a child node, the child’s results are combined
with the parent’s results (via the fuse routine) for each
event covered somewhere in the subtree. When all children
have sent their results, the parent has complete results for
its subtree. If the clusterhead is a relay node, then it sends
those results to its parent via an MSG-SUMMARY message

Summary Phase
action
triggers
Active Subtree
Localization

Summraize
Event

aggregates
calculated

Split Phase

Are all events
individually
stable?

Merge Phase

Yes

Is there a jointly
stable pair?
Yes

No
Split Events

No

Terminate
execution of
this round

Merge Pairs

Fig. 2: DRAGON’s three phases: summary, split, and merge

Fig. 3: DRAGON’s metaprogram state machine shared by all three phases: summary, split, and merge. The details of the four
subroutines (i.e., localProcess, fuse, finalizePhase, processUpdate) vary from phase to phase.
and transitions to the Update state. If instead the clusterhead
is the tree root, upon receiving all children’s results it now
has complete information for all events and can perform final
arbitration for the phase (via the finalizePhase routine)
and processes the results itself (via the processUpdate
routine). With the decision made, the root sends a multicast
with an MSG-UPDATE message to all other active tree nodes
to inform them of the outcome and moves directly from the
Fusion state to the Start state for the next phase.
(3) The Update State. This state is for clusterheads that have
sent their results to the root and are waiting for the root’s
multicast of the phase results. All nodes in the Update state
upon receiving an MSG-UPDATE message from their parents
preform the appropriate responses (via the processUpdate
routine) before moving to the Start state and the next phase.
Details of DRAGON. We now discuss the details of
the metaprogram subroutines — localProcess, fuse,
finalizePhase, processUpdate— for each of the
three algorithm phases.
(1) The Summary Phase. The localProcess routine
executed at each clusterhead is to compute the center of mass,
total mass and node count for only those portions of events
residing directly in that individual cluster. The fuse routine
takes the aggregates for local center of mass, local total mass
and local node count for each event as computed by both
the child and the parent nodes and combines them with an
average and sum operations. The finalizePhase and

processUpdate routines are involve sending and receiving the complete aggregates for all events in the network
respectively. Then, the clusterheads’ internal data structures
are updated. A table of these aggregates is needed by every
active cluster with entries for every event in the network. This
is so split and merge calculations can be distributed over the
tree and still be accurate.
(2) The Split Phase. The localProcess routine of this
phase is responsible for recognizing splitting groups within
the cluster in question. It begins by identifying all the nodes
in event e whose momenta satisfy the split predicate and sorts
them in decreasing order of node momentum magnitude. The
algorithm repeatedly runs through these nodes, forming one
split group per pass. For each node that satisfies the split
predicate, the following group formation predicate is tested.
Definition 8. The Group Formation Predicate
Let there be a node n considered for inclusion into split
group g . Let Mg (t) be the total mass of all nodes already in
split group g and define pg (e, t) to be the average momentum
of all nodes in group g relative to event e’s center of mass
measured at time t. d is the distance. The quantity Kg (t) is
the number of nodes within split group g . TS is the separation
threshold used to control how far off a node’s momentum
vector may be from the avgMomentum of the group relative
to group size. The group formation predicate is defined as
d(pn (e,t),pg (e,t))
< TS .
follows:
Mg (t)
Kg (t)

If this predicate is satisfied, then the node under consideration is added to the split group and the group’s center of
mass, total mass, and avgMomentum values are updated to
reflect the addition. The node is finally removed from the list
of nodes under consideration. Upon finishing a pass over all
the nodes, the group being constructed is considered finished
and the next group starts. This process continues until all the
nodes being considered are added to a group.
The fuse routine in this phase is to scan the split groups
acquired by the children and the parent nodes and fuse
together groups that correspond to a single splitting phenomenon. The process of combining two groups is similar
to the way that localprocess adds nodes to a group.
The finalizePhase routine is tasked with selecting only
one split group among potentially many to actually break off
from the whole. The criterion we elect to use is to select
the split group “farthest” from the main body of the event.
The reference points employed for this comparison are center
of mass of the split group and the center of mass of what
remains of the original event should that group be split off.
The processUpdate routine lets a clusterhead inspect the
groups for the events that it is tracking to see if part of its
cluster is included. If so, then for each relevant splitting event,
a new event is recognized containing the nodes involved. Data
structures for all events are updated accordingly.
(3) The Merge Phase. The localProcess routine arises
directly from the test for joint stability between two events.
The goal for the clusterheads overseeing portions of event e
is to determine which events in the network satisfy the joint
stability requirement with event e. The list of events that do
is called a joint stability set J(e, t). In the fuse routine, each
individual cluster ci has its own joint stability set for a given
event e in its cluster, Jci (e, t), but the sets of different clusters
may disagree. An event e can only merge with events on which
all clusters covering e agree. The parent node takes its own
joint stability set and all of its children’s joint stability sets
for the same event e and computes the common intersection.
As with the other fuse routines, events not shared by both
parent and child are stored unchanged. The finalizePhase
routine gathers all of the complete joint stability sets for all
events and uses the table of event data to pick nearest jointly
stable event pairs as merging pairs. The processUpdate
routine requires clusters tracking the merging events to update
their internal state by folding nodes from both events into one
entity.
V. T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS
We here summarize theoretical results concerning the properties of DRAGON. Due to page limitations, only a proof
sketch is provided. Detailed proof and analysis may be found
in [21].
Theorem 1. DRAGON terminates.
The proof is done by showing that the Split and Merge
phases will end after a finite number of iterations and there is
no cyclical dependency between the two phases.

Theorem 2. DRAGON’s decision predicates are invariant with
respect to the range of the mass function m.
The theorem is proven by showing that DRAGON behaves
identically if the mass function value is multiplied by a
constant ρ such that ρ ≥ 0. All of the algorithm’s key decisions
regarding the presence and nature of event splits and merges
hinge on two ratios used in Definition 4 and Definition 7 and
how the group formation predicate (Definition 8) is affected.
The first is the ratio of node momentum to event average mass.
The second is the ratio of inter-momentum distance to average
mass. Both ratios are compared to the cohesion threshold TC .
Straightforward math derivation shows that the scaling factor
ρ cancels out of the relevant ratios for all decision predicates
of the algorithm. Therefore, the scaling of the mass function
is invariant with respect to the decision predicates and the
theorem is proven.
Theorem 3. DRAGON’s execution is invariant to node placement, i.e., the decisions that DRAGON makes with respect to
event splits and merges are not influenced by local differences
in the density of the sensor deployment.
The proof begins with a lemma which shows that the
aggregates of event center of mass and event total mass are
invariant with respect to node placement. We then prove that
DRAGON’s execution as a whole is invariant to node placement by arguing that none of the major decision predicates
have a dependence on node placement.
We have conducted detailed analysis of DRAGON’s overhead in terms of time and message complexity. Details of the
derivations are omitted for the sake of space. We will use C
to denote the set of clusterheads throughout the network, CE
to denote the set of clusterheads covering events, NE for the
set of all nodes which can sense events, and E for the set of
all events.
Time Complexity. The average case of time complexity:
T = O (|E| |CE | ⌈logb (|CE |)⌉ + |E|)

DRAGON’s execution time grows linearly with the number
of events. It also grows |CE | ⌈logb (|CE |)⌉ with the network
coverage assuming a worst case which largely comes from
assuming every active cluster contributes some split groups,
and that these groups cannot be folded together across clusters.
This is unlikely in practice. Our empirical results suggest
time should grow linearly or better with event size and field
coverage.
Message Complexity. The average case of message complexity concerns the number and size of messages transmitted
during the algorithm’s execution. We do not explicitly account
for transmission power, since it is more dependent on both the
underlying clustering algorithm, the physical deployment, and
the radio model used.
“
”
M = O |E| |CE |2 + |NE | + |C|

Though M appears to scale quadratically with the number
of active clusters, this assumes that there are split groups

formed by every cluster for every event and that they cannot
be aggregated together.
We conclude that DRAGON’s costs scale linearly with the
number of events and grow quadratically or better with respect
to event coverage.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
Event Modeling. It is impossible to cover all conceivable
phenomena. In addition, we need to test our algorithm in
various environments, so the size and number of events should
be easily controllable. Therefore, we model events using basic
geometric shapes. Region events are modeled with squares and
point events have a circular sensing profile. We allow simple
events to overlap, so we not only get splits and merges, but also
we create much more complex and interesting event shapes by
compounding simple geometry. Region events have only two
reading levels, an outer band mass value of 0.5 and an inner
plateau mass of 1.0. Point events have a linear drop off of
mass readings which start at 1.0 at the point’s location and
fall radially down to 0.0 at the edge. Events start out a given
run with a completely and uniformly random initial location on
the 500 m by 500 m field. They also have a uniformly random
initial direction of movement. The events move in a straight
line, though they randomly change direction as necessary to
avoid the edges of the field and, if merges are not allowed,
each other. The speed of their movement remains constant at
one of the pre-specified values.
Performance Metrics and Parameters. We measure the
communication overhead with respect to energy consumption
and execution time. All of our calculations are based on the
TelosB mote platform [22]. The network is modeled as lossless
and without collisions.
The other important metric is the notion of event detection
and tracking accuracy that compares DRAGON’s answers
to an objective standard. In our simulations, the modules
in charge of collecting statistics have direct knowledge of
these underlying event shapes and evolution (the tracking
algorithm being simulated does not), i.e., the ground truth.
An accuracy measure must decide (a) whether DRAGON
successfully detects all of the distinct events in the network
and (b) whether each individual event is delineated correctly.
The first measure is simply the event count difference between
DRAGON’s result and the ground truth. The second measure
quantifies the correctness of an event’s shape. We use a
single metric called event membership similarity in a manner
similar to the Jaccard Coefficient used in data mining [23]. It
is defined as the ratio of correct matches to total nodes (i.e.,
the summation of correct matches, false positives, and false
negatives).
Varying Parameters. We performed our simulation in
our own modeling software inspired by TOSSIM [24], a
widely used discrete event-driven simulator for wireless sensor
networks. All nodes are deployed in a 500m by 500m field.
Table I lists five independent variables along with each of their
respective value ranges. Each node’s transmission range is 20
meters.

Parameter
Network Deployment
(grid or random)
Event Width
Event Speed
Event Count
Event Type

Value Range
Sparse Distribution: ≈ 600 nodes
Medium Distribution: ≈ 1200 nodes
Dense Distribution: ≈ 2400 nodes
75 m,150 m, 250 m
10 m/s, 20 m/s, 30 m/s, 40 m/s
2, 4, 6, 8
Point events that do not merge
Point events that merge
Region events that do not merge
Region events that merge

TABLE I: Primary Variable Parameters

Comparison Algorithm. We chose the optimized
DCTC [15] as the competing algorithm. This is because its
overall operation is that of a spanning tree that reconfigures
to cover the nodes which sense the event. As such, it
represents a real-world example of the most basic, minimal
effort “boiler-plate” solution possible for the event tracking
problem. We also extended DCTC to R-DCTC to work with
generic event shapes by subsuming the process of pruning
old nodes and adding new ones in tree reconfiguration which
assume no particular event shapes.
Experimental Results. Our first class of experiments deals
with finding the right cohesion threshold (TC ) and separation
threshold (TS ) for DRAGON while varying each independent
parameter. Since accuracy is preeminent among our concerns,
we optimize the thresholds only with respect to event count
difference and event membership similarity. We have found,
for a sparse network, TC = 0.8 and TS = 0.9 result in the best
tracking accuracy when there are three events each moving at
20m/s; for a medium distribution network, the optimal TC =
1.3 and TS = 1.2; and for a dense distribution network, the
optimal TC = 1.4 and TS = 1.2. We also found that the optimal
cluster size is 2 (i.e., each member node is at most 2 hops
from clusterhead) and the best action trigger is a node shift
with threshold of 3. In these results (which are omitted due
to space constraints but may be found in [21]), the curves
change gradually and have a large plateau where performance
is good. This means that the there are actually wide intervals
of where the thresholds give good results. The parameters are
not hypersensitive. It is not difficult to find the sweet spot for a
given application. Also, the optimal thresholds do not change
very much between deployments. This confirms the analysis
that DRAGON’s execution is invariant to node density.
Our second suite of experiments focuses on comparative
testing between DRAGON and DCTC (for point events) or RDCTC (for region events). We study the impact of deployment
type, event size, event speed, event count, and event type.
We only show the most interesting results here, and complete
results may be found in [21]. In the following results, 95%
confidence intervals are depicted and each data point is the
average of 10 runs.
A. Impact of Event Size. We evaluate both protocols for different event sizes in a sparse network with 3 mergable region
events moving at 20m/s. Figure 4a shows that DRAGON’s
event count difference is superb and R-DCTC is consis-
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tently wrong for various event sizes. Figure 4b indicates that
DRAGON’s event membership similarity hovers around 80%,
but R-DCTC is never good. Moving on to Figures 4c and 4d,
we must admit that DRAGON’s costs are noticeably higher.
Overall, DRAGON shows excellent accuracy, and though it
has comparatively high costs in terms of time and energy, it
scales fairly well. There is also another important conclusion.
More importantly, we observe that DRAGON’s cost in both
time and energy consumption are somewhere between logarithmic and linear as event size increases.
B. Impact of Event Count. To evaluate both protocols
for larger numbers of events, we consider mergable region
events with width of 150m each moving at 20m/s in a sparse
network. Figures 5a and 5b demonstrate that DRAGON shows
consistently high accuracy which does not degrade much as
the number of events increases. Meanwhile, R-DCTC has its
worst accuracy ratings so far and results get consistently worse
as the number of events goes up. The most fascinating results,
however, are seen in Figures 5c and 5d. DRAGON has a
very clear linear growth order for both energy consumption
and time complexity as the number of events increases.
Meanwhile, the energy consumption or execution time of RDCTC has a very slight linear growth, but it is almost flat.
This difference in asymptotic performance between the two
protocols is not a problem though. Indeed it is expected.
Because it handles splits and merges, DRAGON’s computation
and communication must explicitly consider the number of
events in the network. The costs grow accordingly.
C. Impact of Event Speed. We evaluate both protocols for
three events moving at various speeds in a sparse network with
each event width of 150m. DRAGON has excellent accuracy
with an event count difference less than 1 and a similarity
of at least 80% as witnessed by Figures 6a and 6b. R-DCTC
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continues to falter, especially at 40 m/s. Figure 6c shows that
DRAGON in general has a very slight linear increase in energy
consumption as event speed grows. However, it is very minor
and stays within a factor 3 or 4 of R-DCTC’s cost, which
is a very good result considering the extra work DRAGON
involves. In Figure 6d we see that R-DCTC is clearly better
with respect to execution time. However, DRAGON still shows
good scalability.
We have also found that DRAGON shows excellent accuracy, competitive energy efficiency, and scalable time complexity with varying network density or topology. Results may be
found in [21].
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D. Impact of Event Type. To evaluate both protocols for
all event types, be they point or region events, whether they
come in contact with each other or not, we use a sparse
network with 3 events with a width of 150m each moving at
20m/s. Figures 7a and 7b show again that DRAGON performs
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projected to be well within the constraints necessary to keep
up with virtually any kind of event. Overall, DRAGON is
promising for applications using wireless sensor networks for
phenomena monitoring.
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handsomely for point or region events irrespective of their
mergability, while DCTC is very poor. Figures 7c and 7d
show that DRAGON’s energy costs are consistently within a
constant factor of about 3 or 4 of DCTC’s costs while the time
complexity of DRAGON, although not comparable to DCTC,
is still easily acceptable.
Performance Summary. In summation, we draw the following conclusions. First, DRAGON solves the generalized
event tracking problem well, but DCTC or R-DCTC does
not. Second, DRAGON is stable and robust to a large variety
of environments and problem sizes, and R-DCTC is fragile.
Third, DRAGON does cost more energy than R-DCTC due
to the nature of the expanded problem. Last, DRAGON
cannot easily compete directly with R-DCTC in terms of time
complexity. However, it would still be fast enough and scalable
enough to keep up with events.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented DRAGON, a general purpose event detection and tracking algorithm that is able to
operate in the presence of event splits and merges. DRAGON
has been shown to be highly accurate across a wide range
of scenarios. It consistently finds the right number of events
and outlines the right event shapes regardless of deployment
type, and regardless of event size, speed, or count. DRAGON’s
energy efficiency scales well with problem size and complexity. The energy cost’s order of growth is always shown to be
linear or better with respect to the number of events. This cost
is also consistently within a reasonable constant factor of the
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